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This time, Dakai said everything. 

This Jingou Club was established by Chen Cheng. As a member of a 
mysterious consortium, no one knew how much he was worth. However, his 
wealth surprised these rich second generations. 

After the club was established, Chen Cheng started to organize a special 
auction. 

The previous time Wu Tian and the others went was when they were about to 
start the auction. 

This auction could sell anything. Trade secrets, information, stocks, even 
prohibited goods. Once, there were even some women. 

In short, as long as these members suggested what they wanted, it was 
possible that Jingou Club would prepare the things for them to take away 
when the next auction started. 

The reason why these rich second generations were so eager to buy this 
place was not just to spend money, but also to earn money. 

That's right, because this place is not only a place to buy things, but also a 
place to do business. The licensing of some transactions, as well as the 
negotiation of bids, will also be carried out or even auctioned among 
members. 

This Jingou Club seemed to have become a free trade market that could trade 
anything. 

As long as you could afford it, this place could provide almost anything. 

For example, Dakai and the others relied on this club to get a lot of orders for 
their company. It could be said that as long as they stayed in the club for a 
day, they could guarantee that they would be able to earn a lot of wealth. 

After Wu Tian heard this, he felt that there was still a huge difference 
compared to what he had imagined. He could not help but feel bored. 



"I thought you guys had some shady business in there, but it turns out that's 
the case. I heard you guys were still selling women?" He was rather interested 
in the news and was about to inquire further when he saw Su Cancan's 
malicious gaze towards him, as long as she pretended that she didn't say 
anything. 

"Big brother, that's all I know. Our company has bet a lot of goods, so I want 
to sell it there. Otherwise, who would be willing to suffer Chen Cheng's 
wrath?" 

Seeing that Dakai didn't seem to be lying, Wu Tian started to seriously think 
about this matter. 

It had to be said that this so-called Jingou Club was somewhat interesting. 

"Is there any way to join this club? I also want to experience it …" 

Wu Tian immediately changed his focus. 

He did indeed have something he wanted to know now, and learning this 
Jingou Club would help him in some way. 

"About that, with your current condition, of course you can join. As long as you 
talk to Chen Cheng, and let him know that you have so much strength, 
theoretically, as long as he passes, you can join Jingou Club." 

Dakai didn't hesitate to answer. With this, there was nothing left to dig in his 
stomach. 

However, Wu Tian still felt that something wasn't right. If they only traded 
here, Chen Cheng didn't need to kill to trigger the violators of the rules. If 
something happened here, wouldn't the price be a little too high? 

"Alright, I understand." Wu Tian waved his hand. There was nothing left for 
him to ask. 

"Big Brother, can I leave now?" Dakai asked in a low voice with lingering fear. 
He didn't dare to look at Su Cancan right now, nor did he know what kind of 
psychological trauma this girl had left for him. 

"Mm, that's enough. Let's go, let's go. However, if you tell anyone about what 
happened here …" 



"I was hacked to death by lightning!" Dakai was the first to express his 
absolute secrecy. Even if he had ten times the guts, he still wouldn't dare to 
do so. 

What a joke, could he really not care about his life? 

"You can leave if you want, but you have to drink this thing." Su Cancan was 
not that easy to deal with. In fact, the one who could make the decision here 
was not Wu Tian, but this Su Cancan. 

If she said no, then she couldn't do anything about Wu Tian. 

Dakai watched as Su Cancan took out a small paper bag and poured the 
white powder into a glass of water. After stirring it evenly, she handed it to 
Dakai. The whole process was very practiced and she didn't show any signs 
of wanting to hide it. 

"About this, are you trying to silence us by killing us …" 

He felt that he wouldn't be able to live past today. He even brought out this 
poison … 

"It is not up to me to decide what will happen to you. Rather, it is up to you to 
decide. This medicine is intermittent. You must come to me for an antidote 
every ten days. If you betray us, or if you miss the time, the poison will 
immediately act up and in less than ten seconds, you will be gone. " 

Su Cancan explained to Dakai very seriously. As expected of someone from 
the Wudu Sect, they were basically the same age when it came to concocting 
medicine. There was no problem in creating such a method at all. 

"Of course, it would be a waste of time if you wanted to see a doctor or 
something like that. This medicine is unusual and can't be examined using 
ordinary methods. Moreover, I've specially concocted it for myself, and other 
than me, there's no one else who can cure it." 

This time, Dakai was really pushed into a dead end. No matter what decision 
he made, as long as Su Cancan was not satisfied with it, he would die for 
sure. 

"I got it …" Dakai was dejected and his eyes were lifeless. It seemed that he 
had lost all of his nostalgia towards this world. 



Wu Tian got Loong Yun to send him off. After watching Dakai leave, Wu Tian 
immediately asked Su Cancan: "Is that poison of yours true? "Isn't this a little 
too ruthless …" 

Su Cancan covered her mouth and smiled. Wu Zhi was surprised. It was the 
first time he saw Su Cancan smile in front of him. 

"How could there be poison that can't be found? I was lying to him. What he 
drank was just a medicine without any side effects. That powder of mine was 
used by the god to help him sleep." 

Wu Tian looked at the girl in front of him in surprise. He never thought that Su 
Cancan would be so naughty. What she said just now sounded like the truth. 

It scared that Dakai, even Wu Tian and the others were tricked. 

"Humph!" After Su Cancan finished laughing, she looked at Wu Tian who was 
still looking at her. This time, she remembered that she was still angry with 
him and immediately started to keep a straight face. 

"Enough, stop pretending. Can't I apologize to you?" Wu Tian was really 
convinced now. How long has it been? This girl still couldn't get through that 
incident in the cave. 
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Su Cancan was no longer that angry. She just didn't know what kind of 
expression to give to the guy in front of her. 

"Let's not talk about this for now. What do you plan on doing next? Are we just 
going to leave that Shuangxing Company Group alone?" 

This internationally renowned great corporate powers who wanted to 
purchase Wu Group were the ones that they found difficult to deal with. 

"We can't beat them, so let it go. Aren't you surprised? The spies in the Wu 
Family have cooperated with the enemy in selling their shares. If we do not 
understand what is going on inside, it will definitely not work. 



Wu Tian shook his cup. Should he drink some of the red wine in this office 
after drinking all of this coffee? 

"Of course we can't let them go. I'll go investigate them right now!" Su Cancan 
left again in a hurry, without saying what she was going to do. 

In the blink of an eye, Wu Tian was the only one left in the huge office. He 
couldn't help but think of Chen Cheng. Was there any way he could get rid of 
him? 

Thinking about it, Wu Tian walked out by himself and left Wu Group building. 

The streets were already bright red with wine and lanterns. The nightlife of S 
City was always filled with colors, and it had the honorific name of Nightless 
City. 

Even at night, it was much more lively than during the day. 

Wu Tian thought about the problem along the way. He forgot to ask Su 
Cancan if she wanted to introduce him to a few local consortia. Although he 
was from Wu Family, he didn't know anything about it. 

He didn't have any connections, so it would be difficult for him to get into 
contact with this Chen Cheng. 

No, he had to think of a way. Dakai was definitely going to pass right now, and 
he just had a conflict with him. If he was asked to recommend him, Chen 
Cheng would definitely think that there was a problem. 

After thinking about it, Wu Tian felt that there was only one person who could 
help him in this matter. 

He turned around and took a taxi to the Nanhe Securities Corporation. 

At this time, Nangong Ying still did not get off work. Although Nanhe 
Securities Corporation stopped trading at around five in the afternoon, the 
company would not get off work so early. He still had to busy himself here for 
a while. 

When Nangong Ying saw Wu Tian come to see him, he also felt that it was 
very strange. 



"Why is it you? Are you in a hurry? Our agreement still has one day left, or are 
you afraid that I will slip away? You can't be at ease and come over to take a 
look." 

Nangong Ying said as he drove. He was pretty busy with other things. If Wu 
Tian came a little later, he might not be able to see him. 

"What's the rush? I came here to discuss something with you." Wu Tian didn't 
hide anything and went straight to the point. 

Nangong Ying responded with interest and then closed the door, even closing 
the curtains. He instinctively felt that Wu Tian must have something very 
confidential to discuss with him. 

"Mr. Long, please feel free to speak." This guy still didn't know Wu Tian's true 
identity, and he didn't even send anyone to investigate. 

Perhaps he felt that this investigation was meaningless. He didn't really care 
how Wu Tian got the money, as long as he could guarantee that he could 
earn some money. 

"It's like this. Have you heard of Jingou Club?" 

When Nangong Ying heard this name, he was obviously stunned for a 
moment. He looked at Wu Tian and said, "Why did you suddenly ask about 
this thing?" 

"Unfortunately, I heard that this place is a very good place to go. If things go 
wrong, we might even be able to transfer some money from that place." 

Wu Tian had a smile on his face, making people unable to guess what he was 
thinking. 

"You really should come find me. Although I did not join this Jingou Club, 
there are many famous young masters of large enterprises in this city. It can 
be said that this is basically the biggest business alliance in this S City. As for 
me, I happen to know Chen Cheng from that club. If Mr. Long is interested, I 
can introduce him to you. " 

Needless to say, Nangong Ying clearly knew the purpose of Wu Tian's visit. It 
was definitely to join this club. He had already made such a huge bet with him, 
so it wouldn't be a big deal for him to owe him such a favor. 



"That's great. I was just worrying that I don't have any connections." Wu Tian 
was overjoyed. He didn't expect that he was right this time. 

Nangong Ying changed the topic, looked at Wu Tian and said: "But this Jingou 
Club is only for recruiting local enterprises, you don't belong to our S City, so 
I'm afraid you can't do it." 

He decided that Wu Tian's S City wasn't the only one. Because, Nangong 
Ying had long since remembered the names of people with S City and 
strength. 

However, there was no Loong Qing's name, so he guessed that Wu Tian was 
definitely an outsider. 

"Hahaha, you don't have to worry about that. Actually, I'm hiding some things 
from you. I'm not called Loong Qing, Loong Qing is only a friend of mine. My 
real name is Wu Tian." 

Wu Tian felt that there was no need for him to hide anymore. Since the other 
party had such a request, he might as well show his real skills. 

In the name of Wu Group, no matter what, he could be considered to have the 
qualifications to do so. 

"No wonder. I was wondering how anyone could be so bold and wealthy!" 

Nangong Ying was very surprised, but when he thought about the whole 
situation, he felt that it was reasonable. 

At this time, other than the people from Wu Family, there was no one else 
who was willing to spend so much money to buy shares in Wu Group. 

However, since the other party had made his identity clear, he had nothing 
else to say. 

"If you're a person with Wu Family, this matter definitely won't be a problem. 
I'll help you contact him right now." 

Then, this guy ran off to the side and started to make calls. However, in a few 
minutes, Nangong Ying came back in excitement. 

"Mr Wu, Chen Cheng is willing to have dinner with you." 



Was he finally coming? He wondered what kind of expression Chen Cheng 
would have when he saw him. 
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Nangong Ying drove the car and brought Wu Tian to the restaurant that Chen 
Cheng had booked. 

He didn't think that he would be together with Wu Tian. 

Moreover, this Wu Tian was actually someone from the Wu Family. 

"Mr Wu really kept a low profile. When he came to my place, I really didn't 
notice anything. I really thought you came from outside." 

Nangong Ying didn't feel awkward at all. 

No matter who, they had already signed the gambling agreement. Although 
they were rivals in the mall, but other than that, Sister Ye had no other 
conflicts. 

"In that case, I should still apologize to you. Hopefully, I didn't give you any 
trouble." Wu Tian was also very polite. He had heard that this Nanhe 
Securities Corporation and this Wu Group had once had some 
unpleasantness, so the two sides basically did not interact much. 

Nangong Ying smiled generously: "I am not in any trouble at all. To be honest, 
I am quite satisfied with this gambling match. To be honest, I just arrived at 
this Nanhe Securities Corporation, if I don't earn some money, the board of 
directors will not even give me any face. " 

"So it turns out that you're also a newcomer. Actually, I'm pretty similar to you. 
It's just that I'm here to solve the problem." 

Wu Tian and Nangong Ying looked at each other and smiled. From the looks 
of it, their impression of each other was pretty good. 

"Then this time, you won't have a good time. Although your stocks should be 
saved, this is only the beginning …" Nangong Ying paused, then slowly said, 



"Your corporation shouldn't have that much cash right now, right? How will 
you pay for the gambling agreement?" 

After knowing Wu Tian's identity, Nangong Ying was most worried about this. 

"Don't worry about this, this money …" 

Before Wu Tian could finish his words, the car they were in suddenly lost 
control and charged towards the side of the road. 

Nangong Ying desperately tried to control his direction. The car issued an 
extremely ear-piercing sound, and with a loud noise, their car came into close 
contact with the telephone pole. 

The huge impact instantly crushed the car. Wu Tian's head was also mounted 
on the car. He suddenly felt like he was seeing stars and his entire body was 
in extreme pain. 

Luckily, he didn't lose his consciousness. The car flipped over from the road 
into the ditch on the side. The gas tank also seemed to be leaking. Wu Tian 
already smelled a very strong smell of gasoline. 

They had to get out of this place as fast as possible. There might even be an 
explosion … 

Wu Tian struggled to untie his seat belt and climbed out of the broken window. 
He stretched his arms and legs and realized that he had only suffered some 
superficial wounds. Looking back at the car, it had already been smashed into 
a pulp. 

"Nangong Ying!" Wu Tian turned around to the driver's side of the car. He 
hadn't heard any movement from Nangong Ying's side since just now. At that 
time, he suspected that something had happened to this guy. 

The main cockpit door was completely twisted. Wu Tian couldn't open it, so he 
could only reach into the window and touch Nangong Ying's pulse. Luckily, he 
wasn't dead yet, but there were a lot of blood stains in the car. Maybe 
Nangong Ying was injured. 

Wu Tian had no choice but to crawl back from the place where he climbed 
out. He dragged Nangong Ying out of the car and quickly ran towards the 
open field. 



Just now, Wu Tian could smell the burning smell on the car. Sure enough, 
before they even walked 30 meters away, Nangong Ying's car suddenly 
exploded. The huge fireball instantly engulfed everything. 

If they came out a little later, or if Wu Tian fainted like Nangong Ying in the car 
accident, the two of them would be dead by now. 

At this time, Wu Tian could finally take a break. He quickly put Nangong Ying 
on the ground and prepared to check his injuries. 

Fortunately, the fellow was lucky. A metal needle pierced his thigh and 
knocked his head against the steering wheel, causing him to faint. However, 
his life was not in danger. 

"Damn it, why is it that there aren't even any cars passing by here?" Although 
it wasn't too late for them to leave, it wasn't too late either. The only problem 
was that this road was quite remote and no one had discovered their situation 
in half a day's time. 

Finally, a car finally arrived at a distant place. Wu Tian quickly ran to the road 
and stopped the car. 

"Stop, stop, stop!" 

It was a SUV. Wu Tian quickly ran to the driver's side and said to the driver 
who rolled down the window, "Please help us, we were in a car accident just 
now, there were some wounded!" 

The driver wore sunglasses, so it was hard to tell what expression he had 
now. He didn't say anything else and didn't even look around. He just stared 
at Wu Tian and said lightly: "Come up." 

Wu Tian didn't have time to be happy. He quickly went back and brought 
Nangong Ying over. 

Wu Tian originally thought that the driver would have some objections, but he 
didn't expect that his luck was pretty good. After he stopped the car, he was 
willing to let him take the bus. 

Before Wu Tian could say where he was going, the driver took the initiative to 
start the car. 



Wu Tian and co. sat in the backseat, with only the three of them in the car. 

Nangong Ying was unconscious and still studying abroad. Wu Tian didn't 
know how long it would take to get to the hospital, so he could only tear some 
strips of cloth from his clothes and tie them tightly around Nangong Ying's 
wound as a simple treatment. 

He waited for his work to end, and Wu Tian realized that he hadn't thanked 
this kind-hearted person yet. 

"Thank you, Master. Wait for us to get off the car. I'll leave you a phone 
number. I'll be sure to give you my thanks later." 

Wu Tian wiped the sweat off his face. Although he didn't have much exercise, 
he was still extremely worried. 

The driver strangely ignored Wu Tian. From head to toe, he didn't say 
anything. He just drove silently like a robot. 

Not long after, the car turned at an intersection and entered a relatively 
dilapidated courtyard. 

Only now did Wu Tian notice that the place they went to wasn't a hospital. 

"Didn't you take us to the hospital?" 

His question didn't get what he wanted, because the moment the car stopped, 
a group of masked men wearing black clothes surrounded him. They fiercely 
opened the car door and pointed their black guns at Wu Tian's head. 

"Get off!" The sunglasses-wearing driver maintained his indifferent look, but 
there seemed to be no emotion behind his words. 

 


